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Abstract 

Many subjects taught in school are supported by CAl software. Learning about forces is 

difficult if it is learned theoretically. Students fail to understand the basic concept of forces, 

therefore they generalize that learning physics is difficult. The purpose of this research is 

to develop a prototype that can make learning physics fun and easy. The tool guides 

students to identify and draw forces acting on objects and visualize the motions. Lessons, 

questions and learning activities are provided, supported with animated examples. Students 

are guided through problem so as to relate the ideas to be learnt to those acquired earlier. 

Results show that they learned and understand the concept better. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Many students progress through kindergarten, pnmary school, secondary school and 

higher institution without learning how to reason or think for themselves. Traditional 

methods of instruction that have been used to educate these students are basically giving 

them chunks of material. They are expected to reproduce the materials during tests and 

assessments. Their progress is assessed by the amount of the material they have been able 

to retain and reproduce on demand. As a result, many of them leave schools with the 

impression that learning is merely as memorization of fact. 

The purpose of this dissertation is to develop a prototype that can help students in 

constructing their understanding of the basic concept of forces. Normally, students are 

expected to be able to visualize the motion from problems given in class. But the reality is 

that without understanding of the concepts, they are unable to do it. They need to be 

guided to improve their problem solving skill. 

To mechanics, students are initially taught the concepts before applying them to solve 

problems. Misconceptions are often related closely to daily experience with real events. 

The inherent misconceptions cause difficulties in problem solving. It is crucial for students 

to have strong foundations in various concepts. They need to acquire the correct concept 

about forces before they can learn more advance topics. 
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A cognitive tool is proposed to develop students' ability to solve the above problems. It is 

named FORPHY (Learning Forces in Physic- for beginners). The tool stimulates students' 

thinking in order to understand the basic concept of forces by promoting thinking. 

1.1 Research aims and objectives 

The aim of this project is to enhance the students' understanding about force. The proposed 

tool, FORPHY will highly encourage learning activities. This has been done for the 

following reasons: 

• Overcoming difficulties in learning physics 

Students are unable to link the abstract formalization of physics to their real world 

counterparts. McDermott (1993) describes difficulties in three areas 

• Algebraic representation 

• Diagrammatic representation 

• Graphical representation 

• Developing problem solving skills 

Students need to develop a well-organized, meaningful set of knowledge. This helps in 

the development of problem solving skills. 

• improving creative thinking and problem solving skills via drawing 

Students can learn to visualize through drawing so that they can portray the problem in 

drawing effectively. 

The specific objectives are: 

• To develop a prototype for a cognitive tool to learn about force. 

• To improve students' ability in identifying concepts of forces. 
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• To create a cognitive tool to help students overcome the difficulties in learning 

forces. 

• To provide animated diagram for the understanding of forces. 

• To study difficulties in learning forces 

FORPHY is designed specifically to overcome the difficulties students faced in learning 

forces. The prototype tests on the students' understanding on forces and skills developed. It 

is supported by animated diagram which can enhance further understanding. It helps 

teachers to sharpen students' ability to differentiate forces and useful as complementary 

tool in class. 

1.2 Scope 

The prototype is designed to introduce a concept of learning forces in physics for the 

beginners' level. It covers all types of forces which can be introduced in the secondary 

schools. The system scope is based on lessons provided using animation, allowing users 

the opportunity to experience the idea discussed. Exercises are given at the end of each 

lesson. The exercises allow students to run the animation, draw arrows that represent the 

direction of force, drag and drop the correct label type of force. 

The system does not provide any grades or comments. The lessons show the effect of 

forces on objects. The exercises require students to name the correct forces and know the 

direction of forces. It also projects the effects of the forces chosen when applied to certain 

objects. 
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1.3 Motivation 

A significant portion of students taking physics course in secondary schools and higher 

level institutions have difficulty in learning physics. Some of the difficulties have been 

attributed to problem solving. Students are unable to identify and differentiate the different 

types of forces. Often explanations from textbooks and tutors are insufficient. 

Problems in physics can be modeled or represented by pictures, graphs and diagrams. 

Many problems in the physic course can be described with a drawing. Drawings help 

students to reason qualitatively when solving problem, which helps them to enhance their 

knowledge. This is the main reason why students should learn how to recognize each force 

and draw them correctly in learning the concepts and their relations. 

1.4 Problem Definition 

Misconceptions in forces originate from difficulties in relating real situation with theories 

taught in class. Despite the use of diagrams for explanation, students are still unable to 

visualize the problem. Often they are unable to even start drawing the correct diagram 

because they failed to identify the type of forces acting on the objects. 

If they are given a problem and required to draw a free-body-diagram, they could not do it 

correctly. They have many misconceptions about force. Consider the statement. "A ball is 

moving, therefore it must have force acting on it." Usually students think that this is true. 

The misconception here is that "motion implies a net force". Students think there must be a 
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force keeping it moving. Not many students realized that the existence of force implies 

that there is acceleration. It is momentum that keeps the ball going but momentum is not a 

force. Sometimes, students are unable to identify the number of forces and their direction. 

As a result their incorrect drawing does not represent the problem situation, which leads to 

incorrect 'solution'. 

1.5 Methodology 

The course of action taken in carrying out this thesis is depicted in Figure 1.1. 

Figure 1.1: Overall Research Process 

Preliminary 
~ 

Analysis & 
~ 

Development 
~ 

Implementation 
investigation Design & Evaluation 

The research applies the Problem Based Learning (PBL), a constructivism approach 

introduced in traditional learning at McMaster University, Canada (Barrow & Tamblyn, 

1980). A problem is given and students construct steps to solve it. 

At the early stage, investigation is done to find out the difficulties that normally arise when 

students start to learn forces. These difficulties are taken into consideration before 

designing the tool. 

Important elements are analyzed and designed for the tool development requirement such 

as learning approach, topic discuss, animations and learning activities. Implementation 

emphasizes on how the elements included in the system by using several application 

software available. 
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A small number of secondary school students are chosen to test FORPHY. They are given 

a questionnaire which is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the prototype. The 

questionnaire designed focuses on the learning ability and the understanding of the concept 

of force. 
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Chapter 2 

Learning Forces in Physics 

Physics is the study of motion, matter, energy, and force. When people start questioning 

why does it happen or how does it work, this lead them into the world of physics if they 

scrutinize the answer. This leads to the discovery oflaws and theories such as the gas laws, 

Newton's Law of Gravity etc. Learning physics, normally begins with the study of motion, 

introducing the concept of velocity, acceleration, force, mass, energy and momentum. 

2.1 Forces 

A force may be a push or a pull as a result of an object's interaction with another object. A 

force can slow down an object, stop its motion or change the direction of an object's 

motion. The heavier the object is, the bigger the force required to accelerate or to 

decelerate it. Interaction between two objects implies the existence of force acting on 

object. 

Force is measured in Newton (N). 

1 Newton= 1 kg * rn/s2 

Force has both magnitude and direction, i.e. it is a vector quantity. It is common to 

represent forces using arrows. This pictorial or graphic representation helps student to 
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understand the concept better than textual or verbal presentation. The size and the direction 

of the arrow indicate the magnitude and the direction of the force respectively. Figure 2.1 

illustrates forces acting on a block. 

Figure 2.1: Forces Representation 

Friction 
pushes 
leftward 
with 5N 

2.2 Direction of Force 

Table pushes upward with 
20N 

Gravity pulls downward 
with 20N 

If a moving object is given a push in a direction at an angle to the direction the object is 

traveling, the motion changes direction. For example, if one person pulls on a rope with a 

force of 15 N and another person pulls in the opposite direction with a force of 12 N, the 

total force will be 3 N in the direction of the 15 N force. 

2.3 Classes of Forces 

Forces can be categorized into two classes: 

• Contact Force 

The forces act by direct contact, such as when we push a table or move a book from a 

table. Example of contact forces: Frictional Forces, Tensional Forces, Normal Forces, 

Air Resistance, Applied Forces and Spring Forces. 
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• Action-at-a-distance Forces. 

Forces of two interacting objects that are not in contact physically. Example: 

Gravitational Forces, Electrical Forces and Magnetic Forces. 

2.4 Types of Forces 

Common forces encountered in the fundamental of physics courses may be classified into 

different types as given below [Henderson, 1998]: 

Table 2.1: Type of Force and Example 

Type of Force Example 
And symbol 

Applied Force The force acting on an object when a person is pushing a desk 

Faoo across the room. 
Gravity Force All objects upon earth experience a force of gravity which IS 

(also know as directed "downward" towards the center of the earth. 
Weight) 

Fgrav 
Normal Force The force acting on an object when If a book is resting upon a 

Fnorm surface, them the surface is exerting an upward force upon the 
book in order to support the weight of the book. 

Frictional Force The force acting on a book moves when it across the surface of a 

Ffrict desk in the opposite direction of its motion. 
Air Resistance A skydiver or a downhill skier which travel at high speeds. 

Force 
Fair 

Tensional Force The force, which is transmitted through a string, rope, or wire 

Ftens when it is pulled tight by, forces acting from each end. The 
tensional force is directed along the wire and pulls equally on the 
objects on either end of the wire. 

Spring Force An object, which compressed or stretches a spring, is always acted 
Fspring upon by a force, which restores the object to its rest or equilibrium 

position. 
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Chapter 3 

Problem Based Learning 

Problem Based Learning (PBL) is an effective teaching method in enhancing students' 

learning skill. It makes learning more enjoyable, motivating and consequently, the 

information studied is retained better. The primary distinction from other forms of learning 

is the focus on introducing concepts to students by challenging them to solve problems. 

Traditional problem-based examinations are not efficient instruments for assessing the 

structure of physics students' conceptual knowledge or providing diagnostically detailed 

feedback to students and teachers. [Beatty et al, 2002] proposed a candidate assessment 

instrument for exploring the connections between concepts in a student's understanding of 

a subject. The assessment approach is for eliciting information about students' conceptual 

knowledge structure. 

It is found that students gain understanding well if they had their lecture first before 

attempting any questions. Although questions drive discussion and motivate short lecture, 

they still need to understand the concept first. Students apparently learned the material and 

prepared for examinations by attending revision sessions and trial. Further, students found 

the lecture sessions that least effective component of the course [Franklin et al, 2001]. 

10 
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3.1 What is Problem Based Learning? 

In traditional science class, learning begins with the concept introduced first, followed by 

an application problem. With Problem Based Learning (PBL), real problems are given to 

students to experience the concept underlying. Students who acquire scientific knowledge 

in the context in which it will be used are more likely to retain what they learned and apply 

the knowledge appropriately [Albanese and Mitchell, 1993]. 

The learning is more important than the solution of the problem. The problem is analyzed 

to find out what is needed to know and then applied to the new knowledge. It encourages 

independent learning and a better understanding of the subject matter. 

3.2 The process of PBL 

Below are the steps used in PBL 

• A problem is presented to students who are grouped in small numbers. Students 

organize their ideas and previous knowledge related to the problem and attempt to 

define the broad nature of the problem. 

• Throughout discussion, students raise questions on the areas which they do not 

understand. Students are encouraged to explain what they know and what they do 

not know. These are known as learning issues. 

• Students rank in order of importance the learning issues obtained from the 

discussion. They decide which issues should be followed up by the whole group 

and those that can be assigned to individuals, who later teach the rest of the group. 

The issues are discussed to find out what resources are needed to research the 

learning issues and where to find them. 
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• When students reconvene, they explore the previous learning issues, integrating the 

new knowledge into the problem context. Students are encouraged to summarize 

their knowledge and connect new concepts to old ones. As learning is an ongoing 

process, there will always be learning issues to be explored. 

3.3 A key factor in PBL 

PBL uses problems to motivate, focus and initiate students learning. Therefore, a critical 

factor in the success of PBL is to focus on the problem itself. A suitable problem would 

have these characteristics: 

• It engages students' interest and motivates them to understand the concepts 

introduced. 

• It requires students to make decision and judgment based on facts, information, 

logic and rationalization. Students need to justify all decision and reasoning made 

based on the principles being learned. Problem should require students to define 

what assumption needed and why certain information and steps or procedures are 

required to solve them. 

• Cooperation from group member is necessary in order to effectively work through a 

problem. 

• The problem should be of the following form 

• Open-ended, not limited to one correct answer 

• Connected to previously learned knowledge 

• Controversial issues that will elicit diverse opinions 
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• The content objective of the course should be incorporated into the problems, 

connecting previous knowledge to new concepts. 

3.4 Solving a problem. 

Students who are able to solve a problem are considered to have understood the subject. 

Their understandings of the concept are enhanced by applying the concepts in new 

situations. They may understand the concept but are unable to solve related problem. From 

the skills obtained, student should feel easier to trace the problem and find the solution 

effectively. 

Consider the situation of a person who wants his life style to be upgraded by having a new 

car. However his income is only enough for basic expense, leaving very little for savings. 

So the problem here is how the person can increase his income and achieve his objective 

that is to buy a new car. The first important step in problem solving is to define the 

problem. The above example given guides us to differentiate a problem and objective. The 

key in problem definition lies with the person's ability to differentiate a problem and its 

symptoms. A well-defined problem is easier to solve. A list of terminology used in 

problem solving is defined below [Shibata, 1998]. A problem solver should understand the 

terms in order to avoid confusion before making any decision. 

Table 3.1: Terminology in Problem Solving 

Term Definition 

Purpose What we want or need. 
Situation Recognized what circumstances are, as it will help us 

to narrow down the problem. 
Problem Some portion of a situation is a problem that cannot 

realize the purpose. 
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Cause What brings about a problem. Causes bring about 
problems, as causes are more specific facts. Finding 
specific facts which causes problems is the essential 
step. 

Solvable Focus on the solvable cause in order to solve the 
cause problem. Solvable causes generated may help Ill 

making problem solving efficient. 
Issue The expression of problem. Refer to the example, "has 

a small income", is a problem, and "increasing the 
income" is an issue. 

Solution Specific action to solve a problem or to realize the 
issue. 

3.5 Cognitive Tools for Problem Solving 

Cognitive tools are the extension of human mental capacity. Simulation Modeling is one of 

the popular cognitive tools, which facilitate multi decision and problem solving scenarios. 

When working in everyday situations, individuals use tools and resources such as 

computers, calculators and formulas to solve problems. Therefore the appropriate tools 

must be considered when creating comfortable environment for students' learning. 

Cognitive can help learners organize, restructure and represent information. These tools 

come in many forms. The tools support students in a variety of tasks they must perform 

when dealing with problem solving. Computer can be characterized as a tool, which is 

represented in software like word processors, spreadsheet, databases and drawing 

applications. In education, it is encouraged to use computers, so that pupils can learn to use 

these tools in everyday context. 

Jonassen and Reeves (1996) have summarized the foundations of cognitive tools research: 

• Cognitive tools are most effective when they are applied within constructivist learning 

environments. 
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• Cognitive tools empower learners to design their own representations of knowledge 

rather than absorbing the representation preconceived by others. 

• Cognitive tools can promote the deep reflective thinking that is necessary for 

meaningful learning. 

• Cognitive tools enable mindful, challenging learning rather than effortless learning 

promised but rarely realized by other instructional technologies. 

• Cognitive tools should be applied to tasks or problems defined by learners with the 

support of their teachers. 

• Cognitive tools use for education should be situated in realistic contexts with results 

that are personally meaningful for learners 

• Cognitive tools can enable intellectual partnerships in the form of distributed cognitive 

processmg. 

A reliable, consistent approach to solving problem using cognitive tools makes it possible 

for student to: 

• Use new concept presented. 

• Study the solution of the problems 

• Think about the new concept 

• Achieve fully understanding of the subject. 

This cognitive tool should contain several instructional principles as follows: 

• Articulation and reflection: Students have to think about and give reasons for their 

actions. Students need opportunities to look back over their efforts and analyze their 
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own performance. If they can solve problems, it can help learners develop more 

appropriate mental models of expert performance. 

• Exploration: Encourage students to try out different strategies and observe their effects. 

This gives learners practice using their existing knowledge and helps to tie it in with 

problems in need of solution. 

• Sequence: Proceed in an order from simple to complex task. Students are exposed to 

the underlying principle first, then the application of that principle to specific 

performance contexts. 

Solving problems is a straightforward process requiring: 

• Knowledge. 

All knowledge needs to be used, everything from common place daily observations to 

advanced study of specialized subjects. It may be old knowledge, perhaps from early 

childhood, or it may be new knowledge encountered today for the first time. 

• Rules. 

A few simple rules, easily understood and applied, are used to establish 'where to start' 

and 'what to do next', in order to produce consistent, reliable solutions. 

• Practice. 

No one becomes an expert at anything by just being told how to do it. Consider 

basketball, golfing, singing, dancing or other favorite skill. Practice must be done 

correctly in order to be beneficial. So it is with problem solving. 
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Chapter 4 

System Design 

This chapter describes the design structure, screen design, interaction style and feedback of 

the proposed system. The system consists of two main modules, Lesson & Example and 

Test Understanding. The screen is designed according to the guidelines from computer 

based learning and the use of consistent navigational aid. Several types of interaction 

applied in the system and feedbacks are given for each action taken by the users. A number 

of samples are given here to present the idea graphically. 

4.1 System Design Structure 

FORPHY is designed to help students to learn the topic easily. They are given several 

approaches to try out the exercises to help them acquire the knowledge. Figure 4.1 shows 

the structure design of FORPHY with the two main modules. 

• Lesson & example 

• Test understanding 

Figure 4.1: System Design Structure 

,.....-· _rl Detail description I F Lesson & 
F ~ Example 
0 ~ Label I R 
.P 

~ Draw & Label I H 
~ Test 

y Understanding rl Selected Motion I -

rl Free Motion I 
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4.1.1 Lesson & Example 

The Lesson & Example givens the definition of force, describes the units of measurement 

used and the representation diagram. Figure 4.2 shows the definitions for two types of 

forces. A brief definition is supported by animated examples. The animation is activated by 

clicking on the button. 

Figure 4.2: Lesson & Example 

4.1.2 Test Understanding 

This module provides several questions for the students to test their understanding of 

various topics using the following approaches. 

Label 

The objective of the approach is to help students in identifying different types of 

forces. Students should drag the label and drop it at the appropriate arrow drawn on 

the screen. Students click on the animate button, and after animation, FORPHY 

displays the arrows to show the direction of forces applied on the object. Incorrect 

match will return the tag label to its original location. Figure 4.3 shows the screen 
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design of the approach. 

Figure 4.3: Test Approach- Label 

Draw & label 

The objective is to allow the students to freely draw the direction of arrow which 

represent the forces. The approach lets the students to draw arrows after the 

animation is done. Students should know where to draw and its direction. They are 

also required to name the type of forces the arrow represent. Figure 4.4 shows the 

design of the approach. 

Figure 4.4: Test Approach - Draw & Label 

A car is coasting to the right and slowing down. Diagram the forces 
acting upon the car and label them. 
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Selected Motion 

This exercise allows the students to test the motion produced when a set of forces 

acting on an object are chosen. At this level students should be able to think 

logically according to their understanding of forces as described earlier in lesson & 

example module. The object has its weight and gravity. Figure 4.5 shows the 

design of the approach. 

Figure 4.5: Test Approach- Selected Motion 

Try It Yourself 

Q5: F1ens = 1200 N 
Fgrav =? N 

-1 

t Ftens • 1200 N 

Select gr~vity force: 

111111111111 r 4ooo N ~ 

r 20ooN 

r 120oN 

• r 1000 N ~ 

r1ooN 

' 

Free motion 

This activity helps students to think about the cause and effect of the applied forces. 

Students can freely draw forces of any directions. Animation is then produced 

accordingly. Students should try to make sense of the motion. Figure 4.6 shows the 

design of the approach. 

Figure 4.6: Test Approach - Free Motion 

A rightward force is applied to a book in order to move it across a 
desk at constant velocity. Consider Frictional force, neglect air 
resistance. Diagram the forces acting on the book. 

~ 
Draw 

~ 
!ext 

Erase 
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4.2 Screen 

The screen structure of the system is almost similar to a chapter organization. Figure 4.7 

shows the hierarchy of the screen. 

Figure 4.7: Screen Hierarchy 

Welcome Screen 

The first screen is a welcome screen, which displays the title of the system at the center. 

The background color of each screen is standardized and its color is lighter than the text 

color. The text size and font are chosen for easy reading. Figure 4.8 shows the example of 

the welcome screen. 

Figure 4.8: Welcome Screen 
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The content screen contains a list of subtopic that is covered in learning force. As the 

learners see the screen, they can get the overview of the subtopics that they are going to 

learn, i.e. they can view the contents of the lesson generally (See Figure 4.9). 

Figure 4.9: Content Screen 

\Y'htt II! r~> 

f~ of hi'CI:I 

Test Ya1P Uncilnt.-li"!,l 

The introduction screen gives the definition of force, units of measurement used and the 

representation diagram. The next screen displays the details of the topics including 

animated example. The animation is activated by clicking the button that is located at the 

end of each description. Figure 4.10 is the example of how the texts are organized. 

Figure 4.10:Text Organization 
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For every screen, the navigation buttons are placed at the bottom right-hand side because 

they are usually used as the last action taken by the learners. This follows the rules of 

human natural way of reading text from left to right and line by line from top to bottom. 

Figure 4.11 shows the location of navigation buttons. 

Figure 4.11: Navigation Buttons 

Navigation buttons 

The test screen places the questions at the top of the screen. Animation is added to some of 

questions where relevant. Figure 4.3, 4.4, 4.5 and 4.6 are the test samples. 

4.3 Interaction Styles 

The interaction style used in the system is called direct manipulation or also known as 

graphical user interface. Objects are represented on the computer screen, and can be 

manipulated by the user in many ways analogous to how the user would manipulate the 

real object. Figure 4.12 shows the example of direct manipulation styles. Drag and drop 

functionality allows the development of the system to be highly interactive application. 
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Figure 4.12: Example of Direct Manipulation 

T!Rf Yuur Unct.mundioop 

I . 1>.~ li~ j I~ i1 1 liD!'. ~:1 

!I'U·-I>'l'r ....... U - ott- ........... 1 t .. U.o 
"" ..,. It• 911\f11 • f'l"f' -

, . 
... 

f---+-+Dragable 
Tag 

The menus are also used for interaction. It offers the cues to elicit user recognition, rather 

than forcing the user to recall the syntax of a command from memory. Figure 4.13 shows 

the example of the menu interaction. 

Figure 4.13: Example of Menu Interaction 

...... 

..... Single 
menus 

Learners indicate their choices with a pointing device or keystroke and get feedback 

indicating what they have done. This interaction style helps users to navigate the system 

quickly. The above example ofmenu interactions is classified as a 'single menu', meaning 
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that they do not have any submenus. Most of the menus are shown graphically such as 

note, draw, etc. These are called icon, an important component of the visual appearance of 

graphical user interfaces. Learners may click an option from the radio button and the effect 

is shown immediately. These interaction style, instead of complex syntax reduce errors. 

For the drawing activity, learners may need several trials to get it right. The inaccurate 

drawings will not appear on the screen. 

4.4 Feedback 

Feedback is one of the important elements in the system because it motivates users or 

learners to participate actively in the learning process. In the test understanding section, the 

feedback is prompted after the users' action. The purpose of this feedback is to give users 

the opportunity to consider information about the suitability of their response. Figure 4.14 

shows one of the feedback examples. 

Figure 4.14: Feedback Example 1 

...... 
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Users will know whether their answers are corrected or otherwise. If the given answer is 

incorrect, they are encouraged to try again. 

Another type of feedback is to inform users about the function of the icon whenever they 

point their mouse on it. Figure 4.15 shows the example. This feedback helps users to 

recognize the icons without memorizing their functions. 

Figure 4.15: Feedback Example 2 

... 
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Chapter 5 

Implementation and Evaluation 

The design and methodology described in previous chapter are used to realize the project 

objective. Some scripts of working screens are included to visualize the system 

implementation. System testing and evaluation complete the research process. 

5.1 Tools for Software Development 

For the implementation of FORPHY, two different types of tools are used, one for the 

main system development and the other for the graphics. 

Major Tool 

Asymmetric ToolBook II Instructor 7.1 is chosen as construction software because it has 

several features suitable for educational purposes. It has the ability to represent information 

graphically which is much more effective than using text. Drawings, scanned images, 

color, animation and sound can enhance the proposed tool. It supports all the features of 

Windows applications such as graphical user interface, event-driven programming, and the 

ability to interact with other Windows applications. It is suitable for creating an interactive 

application, which requires graphics, buttons, fields, and so forth. OpenScript is its 

programming or scripting language used to define the action at certain events such as click 

button, enter page etc. Its tutorials, learning center and examples of application developed 

provide excellent guides the first time novice users. 
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It also provides variety activity in catalog form, which allows users to choose the preferred 

ways to test their students. Users can simply pick the catalog and bring to the book for 

editing the contents. It saves a lot of time in preparing scripts and gives a lot of idea to 

users to create different approaches to test. 

Additional Tool 

Adobe PhotoShop 5.0 is used to edit several BMP, GIF and JPG graphic to be embedded 

in the tool. Those graphics may be copied from the internet or created from scratch. 

Graphics are for not only the object needed but also its background. Background images 

may be edited to make them transparent. Although Asymmetric ToolBook II Instructor 7.1 

supports the feature, not all graphics are applicable. 

5.2 Hardware Requirements 

The proposed cognitive tool is implemented on a stand-alone personal computer, on the 

Microsoft Window 98 platform. It runs well enough on Pentium® II processor with the 

Intel MMX™ technology. It also requires at least 4MB RAM (8MB recommended in User 

Manual, 6MB recommended on packaging). 

5.3 System Description 

Below are the specific descriptions of the prototype. 

Brief Notes 

Brief notes are provided in the earlier lesson with the objective to establish the 

fundamental concepts before students can start using the tool. It provides 

knowledge on the topic through the simple notes and animations. 
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Exercises 

FORPHY guides users to develop the correct mental model about forces. To 

stimulate the users' interest, different interactions are required from the users. The 

test is vital because it indicates how well the learners understood the topics. They 

can evaluate their level of understanding and can plan remedial or improvement 

activities. Learners can do the test after reading the notes or access it directly. For 

the earlier part of the test, answers are given by the system. Users are then allowed 

to try to answer on their own. Students are to think about the most reasonable 

answers. Therefore students should be able to figure out whether the answer is an 

acceptable answer. 

Learning Activities 

Two learning activities provided are as below 

• Drag and Drop 

The drag and drop approach allows learners to match the arrows drawn in the 

diagram with the appropriate label of force. They need to drag the label and 

drop at the arrow. Once the arrow is labeled, the tool prompts a short message 

that indicates whether the users has labeled correctly. The prompted messages 

are useful to inform the users about the status of answers given. If they want to 

repeat the exercise or cancel the action, they may click on the initialize button. 

Drag and drop label develops the learners' skill in identifying the type of forces 

acting on the object and the force direction. This is the first and foremost skill 

that they need to practice in learning force. 
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• Draw free-body-diagram 

Draw free-body-diagram approach allows the students to draw the diagram 

freely. It is important for students to have skills in drawing the free-body

diagram, including identify types of forces act on the object and the force 

direction. A free-body-diagram shows only the object in the question and the 

forces acting on the object. Forces are represented as arrows. Students who are 

good in sketching the appropriate diagram will have no problem to find 

solutions. To enhance learners understanding about the concept of forces, they 

are allowed for several trials to correct their mistakes, i.e. they are allowed to 

redraw the diagram again and again until they get the correct one. The diagram 

drawn by the students must relate to the question given. If the arrow is in an 

opposition direction, or labeled with the inappropriate type of force, short 

messages will be prompted. The messages show the status of the answer and 

encourage users to keep on trying until they find the correct answer. The 

students are given two choices either to repeat the exercises or otherwise. 

5.4 System Implementation 

The main objective of this system implementation is to produce a fully functional 

application so that it is user friendly. Two main processes that have been carried out in the 

system development are described below. 

a) Constructing the framework 

The program is mainly developed using ToolBook Instructor II 7 .1. The framework of 

FORPHY comprises: 
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• Preparing content of notes 

The first task that has been done is building the notes material. The precise 

definitions for all forces are typed in the text editor. A page of notes has one or two 

defined forces and space left is for animation. 

• Preparing exercises 

This section has a set of questions to test users' understanding. The questions used 

apply a variety approaches such as drag and drop, draw the force arrow and make 

selection. 

• Creating animations 

Different animations are used for different type of forces. A suitable animation is 

developed to ensure that it meets the purpose and definition for each force. To 

animate the still images, several layers of the same images are copied and pasted on 

various locations. Some layers required a little change in order to make the motion 

images look real. Figure 5.1 illustrates several copies of a person pushing a desk 

across. Once the animation is done, all of the layers are hidden except the final 

layer. Other alternative to create animation is using a feature provided by 

ToolBook. It records animation by moving the still image and can be edited as well. 
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Figure 5.1: Creating Animation 

A force which is applied to an object by a person or another 
object. If a person pushing a desk across the room, then there 
is an applied fore cting upon the object. ,,, .. 

• Preparing feedbacks 

A few feedbacks are designed at certain users' interaction. The purpose of the 

feedback is to let the users know whether their action is correct or wrong. Not all 

users' action is provided by feedbacks. This is to encourage users to think the 

rationality of their action taken. Figure 4.14 shows the feedback. 

b) Adding navigation 

Buttons, menus and links are navigational methods used in the FORPHY. There are 

designed to ease the users to navigate from a page or a link to another. 

5.5 Sample Scripts and Explanations 

Figure 5.2, shows a script for a button Animate shown in Figure 5.1. The person image is 

set at a specific coordinate on the page. There are 24 layers of the person images, it is hid 

and shown in sequence order. When the last layer appeared, the arrow that represents the 

direction of affected force blinks four times. This is to notify the learners. The bottom part 

of the figure shows whenever the mouse pointer is pointed to the button, its shape will be 

changed to hand pointer. 
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Figure 5.2: Sample Script 1 - Animation 

to handle buttonClick 
set sysCursor to 4 
set position of group id 60 to 8000,1600 
hide group "g24" 
show group "gl" 
pause I 0 ticks 

step i from I to 23 
show group("g"&i+l) 
hide group("g"&i) 
pause 25 ticks 
end step 
pause 2 5 ticks 
show group "g24" 

--show group "gl" 
--show group "g2" 
--show group "g3" 
--show group "g4" 
--show group "g5" 
--show group "g6" 
--show group "g7" 

hide line"arrowl" 
step y from I to 4 

set sysCursor to I 
end buttonClick 

to handle mouse Enter 
set sysCursor to 44 
end 

pause 40 ticks 
show line"arrowl" 
pause 80 ticks 
hide line"arrowl" 
end step 

to handle mouseLeave 
set sysCursor to I 
end 

To animate a 
walking man 

To blink the 
arrow 

To set the shape 
of pointer 

Figure 5.3 shows a part of the script to drag and drop function. The function is used when 

the users need to label the forces. It is provided by the ToolBook and is customized to meet 

the need. 

Figure 5.3: Sample Script 2 - Drag & Drop 

notifyAfter ASYM_SummonWidgets 
send ASYM_IAmWidget to self 

end 

notify After objectDropped obj, loc 
send ASYM_CheckDropObj obj , loc to self 

end 

notifyAfter ASYM_ObjectDropped obj , loc 
send ASYM_CheckDropObj obj , loc to self 

end 

notify After ASYM_BeginDrag obj 
:r ,.., J...: : .. : .... - · , _,...,.. _ ..... .... ,. ... T : ... + 
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5.6 System Testing and Evaluation 

Upon full completion of FORPHY, the following action to be taken is testing. Beta testing 

is conducted externally by the users of the system. The testing focuses on users' reaction 

on learning outcome. The objective of the questionnaire prepared is to check whether 

FORPHY meets its objectives. The first part of the test assesses the system content and the 

last part assesses the overall system. 

Questionnaires were distributed among the secondary school students nearby after they 

tried FORPHY for several times. Table 5.1 and 5.2 summarize the users' responses. 

Table 5.1: The Test Summaries- Part 1 
Analysis Result 

Strongly 
disagree unsure agree 

Strongly 
disagree agree 

1. Do the animations provided are adequate? 38% 62% 

2. Do the animations make sense to you? 10% 10% 80% 

3. Do FORPHY provide enough description of 45% 55% 
forces? 

4. Do FORPHY provide enough exercises? 56% 44% 

5. Rate the level of difficulties of the exercises 30% 15% 55% 
given. 

Table 52· The Test Summaries- Part 2 
6. Have you ever visited the computer based 23% 50% 27% 

instruction in learning any subject? 
7. Are there any skills develop upon system 12% 14% 74% 

completion? 
8. Is the concept emphasized conflicting with yours? 95% 5% 

9. Do you have confidence in identifying types of 
forces? 

22% 18% 60% 

10. Are you being able to visualize the motion of 
object with forces acting on after experimenting 23% 15% 55% 7% 
FORPHY? 

11. Is there any new knowledge obtain after 15% 34% 22% 
executing the system? 

12. Overall, how satisfied were you with the 
FORPHY approach in helping you to understand 17% 3% 12% 68% 
the force concept? 
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The Part 1 Test shows that users are mostly satisfy with the number of animations and 

explanation of the content. Some would prefer to have detail elaboration of the topic. They 

were very enthusiastic to have more exercises to practice and the exercises given are not 

too difficult for them. In conclusion, detail explanations and variety of animation examples 

stimulate learning interests which lead them to know and explore the topic further. 

Part 2 Test shows that although respondents get less exposure on the computer based 

instruction they still have potential to learn the topic delivered in the new form. They have 

improved their ability to identify the forces and visualize the motion object. The higher 

satisfaction achieved shows they are happy with the application because it really helps 

them in their study. They did learn from the tool tested. In brief, FORPHY could help them 

to develop concrete understanding of the forces concept. 

5. 7 System Strengths 

Several strengths of the prototype have been identified. There are: 

Repetitive Attempt 

Students may repeat testing the question as many as they want. No restriction for 

the numbers of attempt. They are freely to try the questions without having to find 

the correct answer before proceeding to the next page. 

Easier navigation 

FORPHY applies very simple system navigation. It uses compound navigation 

where at the beginning the students may choose any topic to go through. Once they 

click on the option, for example the test pages, students are only able to navigate 
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the pages in a sequence order. Students have high accessibility to the topics they 

prefer most. 

Animation 

All examples provided are in the form of animation. Using animation helps to 

attract students' attention and therefore increases students' interest to learn the 

topic further. Animation is used to show the effects of each action taken, which 

guides students' thinking ability. 

No Assessment 

There is no assessment method provided in the proposed system. The idea is not to 

evaluate students' achievement but it is actually to promote students learning 

ability and interest in forces. For a few questions, feedbacks are given on the 

correct attempts. The reason is to develop student's confidence which will persuade 

them to try the following questions. The last part of the questions provides no 

correct answers. 

Feedback 

Short feedback is designed to acknowledge students either their answer is correct or 

wrong. The feedback is only available for a few early questions. The reason is to 

make students feel comfortable hence lead them to try further. 

Cognitive Improvement 

The animations developed demonstrate the motion of the object base on the certain 

attributes. As students go through the questions, their cognitive level is change and 
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improves. Their new constructed knowledge is the most valuable outcome from the 

system. 

5.8 System Constraints 

The development of this cognitive tool has several limitations. 

Help Module 

It is not supported with the help module. Users will face problems if they require 

further explanation of the functions provided. Help module should be as a 

complementary module in the tool, so that the users can access it at anytime. 

Magnitude of Force 

This cognitive tool should be able to teach users in representing the force with its 

magnitude. Without magnitude, students cannot differentiate which arrow of force 

carries a bigger force. Different size of magnitude states different magnitude of 

force. 

Reference Sources 

The reference books in writing script are quite difficult to search in the library or 

internet. Most of the information obtained is located from the mailing list group 

from outside of the country. 
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Chapter 6 

Conclusion 

The majority of the objectives of FORPHY have been achieved, although there are some 

areas where the amount of work needed was underestimated during the design stage. The 

testing result shows the students understanding about forces can be enhanced. It is proven 

when their skills in identifying forces and visualizing the motion object are successful and 

thus lead them to solve the problems given. 

Some difficulties in learning forces are solved through drawing activities. They are 

confident to draw and label the forces because they have obtained a good understanding of 

the concept of force. This improves students' problem solving skill. 

The analysis also shows the importance of having animations for every topic discussed. 

The animations portray the real situation which these could not be done in the classroom. 

More animations stimulate more learning interest and therefore reduce misconceptions 

about forces. 

6.1 Future Enhancement 

FORPHY is designed as a:n interactive tool in order to provide better learning environment 

to students. It can be used as an additional module which helps students to develop 

concrete mental model of the topic. With the current multimedia technology it can be 

developed as a versatile application tool. The addition of sound and movie clip, will make 
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the animation more realistic. It should benefits students in enhancing their knowledge of 

force. 

Animation is identified as a key factor to increase students' motivation and enhance their 

quality oflearning. The strong visual presence can also increase the students' enjoyment of 

their learning experiences. Animations in FORPHY do not really move smoothly like a 

video. It is affected by the number of frames or layers created. However, to increase the 

number of frames will cause a delay because it requires a lot of storage. To ensure the 

smoothness of the animation and lessen storage needed, it is better to use the recording 

feature provided by the software. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE 
The purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the effectiveness 
of FORPHY to help students in establishing their knowledge of 
the concept of forces. 

You are re uired to shade one indicator as shown below. 

CD ~ ® ® 
Strongly disagree unsure agree Strongly 
disagree agree 

SECTION A 
This part of questionnaire assesses the content of the system. 

1. Do the animations provided are 
CD adequate? ~ @ ® ® 

2. Do the animations make sense to 
you? CD ~ @ ® ® 

3. Do FORPHY provide enough 
CD ~ description of forces? @ ® ® 

4. Do FORPHY provide enough exercises? 
CD ~ @ ® ® 

5. Rate the level of difficulties of 
the exercises given. CD ~ @ ® ® 

SECTION B 
This part of questionnaire assesses the entire system. 

6. Have you ever visited the computer 

based instruction in learning any CD ~ @ ® ® 
subject? 

7. Are there any skills develop upon CD ~ @ ® ® system completion? 

8. Is the concept emphasized CD ~ @ ® ® 
conflicting with yours? 

9. Do you have confidence in CD ~ @ ® ® 
identifying types of forces? 

10. Are you being able to visualize 

the motion of object with forces CD ~ @ ® ® 
acting on after experimenting 

FORPHY? 

11. Is there any new knowledge CD ~ @ ® ® obtain after executing the system? 

12. Overall, how satisfied were you 
with the FORPHY approach in helping CD ~ @ ® ® 
you to understand the force 

concept? 
Thank you for your part~c~pat~on ~n th~s exper~ment. 
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Forphy User Manual 

User Manual 

A. Software Profile 

Forphy is a application tool which is specifically developed to introduce forces in 
physics for a new learner. It helps student to build a fundamental concepts of forces 
at secondary school. 

Forphy has two sections: 

~ Lessons and Examples Section 
In this section, brief descriptions and simple examples of each forces are 
introduced. Students may test the examples as it will guide them to understand 
the concept better. 

~ Students' Activities Section . 
This section presents several forces problems and requires students to find 
solutions. It is designed purposely to develop students' problem solving skills 
and to enhance their interest in learning physics. The section allows students to 
try several times until it meets students' satisfaction. 

B. Getting Started 

~ Welcome page 
Once student executes the application, the welcome page will be displayed. If the 
student wants to proceed, click on the "Next" button or else click "eXit" button to 
close the application. 

Figure 1: Welcome Page 
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Forphy User Manual 

};> Table of Content page 
This screen provides three options for student to choose. See Figure 2. The first 
option will link to the Definition page. The second option will link to Type of Forces 
page. The last option is linked to pages where students understanding will be tested. 

Figure 2 : Table of Content 

Table of Content 

. ' 

};> Definition page 
The pages consist of a complete definition of force, a formula and animated example. 

See Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Definition Page 

What is Forces? 

Force Is a push or pulls an object resulting from the object's 
Interaction with another obj~ct. The forces can slow down !In 
object, stop Its motion or change the . direction ,or. sn · object's 
motion. The heavier object, need more f9rce to ai:celerate or 
need less force to decelerate it. · · 

~ , .. ,. ... ,.. 

Force ts measured by using the tmlt know as Newton (N). 

1 kg • m/s2 
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Forphy User Manual 

~ Type of Forces page 
In this part of note, all types of forces are defined and each of them is given an 
animated example. Figure 4 provides information for Applied Force and Gravity 
Force. Click the "Animate" button to run the animation. For example if the 
"Animate" button for the Applied Force is clicked, students will see a man is pushing 
a table across the room. See Figure 5. 

Figure 4: Note for Applied and Gravity Forces 

Type of Forces 
A force which is apptied to 10 object by a peraoo or another 
object. If a person pushing a desk across the room, then there 
is 811 applied force acting upon the object. 

1 -6nhn•te I 

.-~-..., The force of gravity is the force at which the 
earth, moon or olh..- massively large object 
attracts the weighl of the object. AD objects upon 
earlh experience a force of gravity which is 
directed "downward" towards 1\le center of the 
earth. The force of gravity on earth is 81ways 
equal to the weight of the objtct . 

Anlm•te I 

Figure 5: Animation for Applied Force 

Type of Forces 
A force which is applied to an object by a p orson or anoth..
objecl lf a person pushing a desk across the room, then there 
is an applied fore clinl! upon the object 

Figure 6 shows the following page of forces. 

Figure 6: Note for Normal and Fictional Forces 

Type of Forces 

A normal force is the support force exerted upon 10 object 
which is in contact with another stable object. If the block is 
reslizl8 upon a surfoce, then the surface is exerting 811 upward 
force upon the block in order to support the weighl of the 
block. • 

fii*iiiiilfii A force which exerted by • surfoce as 10 object moves across 
~. n opposes tbe motion of the object. If a block moves across 
the surface of a desk, theo the desk exerts a Jiictional force in 
the opposite direction of its motions. 
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Forphy User Manual 

To see the animation for this page, student is required to move the pointer over the 
box. 

Figure 7: Animation for Fictional Force 

~.-;t;~!-:j A force which exerted by a surface as on object moves across 
it. II opposes the motion of the object If a block moves across 
the surface of a desk, then the desk e><erts a frictional force in 
the opposite direction of its motions. 

Figure 8 is the following note page which is Air Resistance Force. To animate, the 
action should be taken is the same as in Figure 7. 

Figure 8: Note for Air Resistance Forces 

A force which acts upon objects as 
they tnvd through the air. Like an 
frictional forces, the force of 
air resistaoce always opposes 
the motion of the object 
II is most noticeable 
for objects which 
trove! at high 
speed. 

Figure 9 is the note page for Tensional and Spring Force. To animate, the action 
should be taken is the same as in Figure 7. 

Figure 9: Note for Tensional and Spring Force. 

A force which ia traosmilted through a string. rope or wire when 
it is pulled tight by forces acting from each eod. The tensional 
force is directed along the rope and pulls equally on the objects 

00-~ 
A force which exerted by a compressed or 
stretched spring upon any object attached 
toil 

,.,., t• -·~· ,.. ......... 
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);> Test Your Understanding page 
At this section, a set of six simple forces problems are presented. These pages appl 
several learning activities. Students may attempt the question as many as they wis~ 
to. See Figure 10. 

Figure 10: Sample of Question 

Test Your Undemanding 

Q 1 : An egg is free-falling from a nest in a tree. Negle<:t air resistance. A 
free-body diagram for this situ~lion $hould be. like this. Label the . -' 
arrow with the appropriate force. antm••• 1 

After reading the given problem, students will be able to view the animation that 
visualizes the actual problem. Then student should recognize kind of forces 
involves. 

How to label the force? 
1] Click on the "Animate" button to allow the application to appear the arrow which 

represents forces act on. 
2] Drag the tags provided and drop to the arrow. . 
3] Click the "Initialize" button to undo the latter actwn or to start all over again 
4] Click "Show Answer" button if you want to get the answer straight away. 

The tag is valid only for the right attempt as shown on Figure 11. 

Figure 11: Identify and Label the force 

Test Your Understanding 

Q 1 
: An is free· fallin8 from a nest in a tree. N egled air resistance. A 

free-~dy diagriDI for this situation should bt like this. Label the 
arrow with the appropriate force. · · A,nlmate ' 
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How to draw the force line? 
1] Point your mouse near to an object 
2] Click the mouse to draw a line. The red arrow will appear upon drawing. 

Label the identified forces. See examples shown in Figure 12, 13a and 13b. 

Figure 12: Draw and Label Arrow 

Test Your Understanding 

Q 2. A book is at rest on a table top. Diagram the .forces acting upon the 
· book and label them. 

Friction Force~ 

~ 
Motes • 

Figure 13a: Draw Arrow 

Test Your Understanding 

Q 
. A car is coasting to the right and slowing doWIL Diagram theforces 3 · acting upon the car and label them. 

Gravity Force...., 

Normal Force ...., 

~ Frieden Fore.~ 
Motes 

Figure 13b: Draw Arrow 
Test Your Understanding 

Q 
. A car is coasting to the right and slowing down. Diagram the forces 

3 · acting upon lhe car and label lhem. 

Anlmete 

Gravity Foret ~ 
Normel Force~ 

~ Frtctlon Force...., 

.Motes 
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The following problem pages allow students to choose selection of different Newton 
values. For each selection, the object will move accordingly. See Figure 14a and 14b. 
To close the application, students may click on "eXit" button. 

Figure 14a: Selected Option 

Try It Yourself 

Q5: F,..,, = 1200 N · 

F.,-=?N :-·,.. n ; -

Select gravity bee: 
(" .t(IX)N 

r 200JN 

;- .t ;::t2;:~~. 
I!JlJHimi .. '. ' . ·~-
l1lllltllBJ .. ·: ' 

("" 1200N ' 
f"' UDlN 

f"100N 

Figure 14b: Selected Option 

Q s ~ F .... = 50 N 

F.,-=50N 

F-=?N 

Select~r01ce: 

rON 

r 20w 

r "'" 
("lOON 
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